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Dear Dr Talbot
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE COMMISSION AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Thank you for your letter of 17 June 2020 inviting the Department of Primary
Industries and Regional Development to make a submission to the Committee in
relation to the policy, scope, purpose and structure of the Agricultural Produce
Commission Amendment Bill 2019.
Please find attached the Department’s submission.
Should you require additional information or clarification please do not hesitate to
contact Dr Mark Sweetingham, Managing Director Research Development &
Innovation on mark.sweetingham@dpird.wa.gov.au.
Yours sincerely

DIRECTOR GENERAL
17 July 2020
Attachment: DPIRD Submission to the Legislation Committee in relation to the Agricultural
Produce Commission Amendment Bill 2019
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DPIRD Submission to the Standing Committee on Legislation
Agricultural Produce Commission Amendment Bill 2019

The purpose of this submission is to emphasise the benefits to the current industries
covered by the Agricultural Produce Commission Act 1988 (the Act) of having the
proposed amendments made to the Act, as well as the potential benefits to broadacre
industries if they are given access to the provisions of the Act.
While DPIRD is the responsible agency for administering the Act, and accommodates
the Agricultural Produce Commission (APC) administration at its South Perth site, the
APC is independent.
DPIRD raises the following points in relation to the amendment bill.
The purpose of the proposed amendments are to implement a number of the
recommendations of the 2006 review into the Act as well as changes identified by the
Commission as necessary or desirable to improve its operation. Cabinet approval to draft
amendments to the Act was previously given on 19 September 2011. A draft Bill was
near completion at the time of the change in Government. Therefore, considerable time
has elapsed between the review of the Act and the implementation of the
recommendations.
Most of the amendments are to enable the APC and the producer committees to operate
more effectively and meet the desired outcomes for the industries that are utilising the
system. The amendments also include provisions designed to allow appropriate
monitoring of compliance with the Act and its regulations.
These amendments will give the APC increased flexibility and allow it to carry out its
operations more effectively and efficiently. The aim of the APC is to provide a service
sought by the majority of producers for their benefit. If dissatisfied, producers can
collectively move to have a committee disbanded, the fee for service set at zero, or
individually opt out of the system.
The functions of the producers’ committees established under the Act are set out in
Section 12 of the Act. The Producers’ Committees established under the Act variously
use the services under section 12(a) - (m). A number of the producers’ committees
contract the relevant industry associations to deliver some/all of the services (and
benefits) to fee-paying producers.
Existing producer committees in many cases now fund services that are no longer funded
by the public sector. As such, the Act satisfies a significant, and increasing, need for
industries to assume responsibility for the growth, protection and stability of their
industries, and to respond to the changing landscape in the agricultural sector.
The broadacre and grazing industries are not currently covered by the Act. If the
amendment is passed, it would be open to any cropping (or fodder) and grazing
producers group, whether by product or regional definition (eg. hay producers, Eastern
Wheatbelt grain producers, South West lamb producers, organic wheat producers) to
utilise the Act fee-for-service provisions.

Potential examples that DPIRD believes could eventuate are:
For ‘industry good’ functions through existing organisations such as:
•

A producer committee funding producer-benefit functions via Grain Industry
Association of WA, Western Australian Farmers Federation or Pastoralists and
Graziers Association of WA (or all three); or

•

A producer committee partnering with DPIRD, Grains Research and Development
Corporation or other existing bodies to fund development/operation of support
services for crop insurance schemes or production and market forecasting
services directly beneficial to contributing WA producers.

In the broadacre cropping/fodder sector:
•

Allowing a more formal framework for grower groups to fund research work or
other activities identified as a priority for its members.

•

If there are specific overseas markets that need to be
Australian crops, a State based support strategy may
market access packages as national mechanisms may
issue as a priority (eg. Noodle wheat to Japan or South
China, state breach of GM in wheat);

•

Fund state based market development and education (eg Noodle wheat technical
workshops, soft wheat, lupins for food, new wheat processing methods); and

•

Hay producers funding development of an export hay market strategy for China.
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In the grazing sector the APC could be utilised to:
•

Allow local or regional livestock groups to address specific parasite, nutritional,
fertility and meat quality issues that are not of interest or priority to national funding
bodies;

•

Support local or regional cattle business benchmarking, training and optimisation
groups could be established, and take hold of their own direction, rather than the
current system of top down national or state based development;

•

Look at specific issues in Northern grazing systems and the Kimberley that could
be supported by creation of a local body;

•

Allow product-specific livestock producers (e.g. specific meat-sheep breeds, goat
producers) to use the fee-for-service mechanism to deliver collective benefits,
where a corporate mechanism is not available to them; or

•

Enable sheep and/or cattle producers to fund development and implementation of
appropriate freedom-to-operate/social licence related promotion campaigns
beneficial to all contributors.

It is important to note that the proposed amendments do not compel any industry or
person to utilise these provisions and/or collect a fee for service. In practice, there is a
rigorous process that must be followed before any money can be collected, including an
initial request from a producer or producers to form a committee, and a poll of producers
to determine the number in favour of forming a new committee. There are further
protections contained in the proposed amendments that allow for regulations to provide
for circumstances in which a fee for service can be waived, refunded or reduced. This
effectively forms an ‘opt-out’ clause for those who do not wish to participate
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